
§20. WRITING & ALPHABETS 
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",., ARMENIAN SCRIPT 

Order of Introduction for the Letters 

LOWER CASE 5-02 I! ~3-01 t e:
1-01 UI a p5-03 B3-02 ~ 
1-02 p 

5-04 GHUf 
3-03 

f 
J zh 'I.. 

1-03 t n· 
5-05 1- 03-04 d- rs

1-04 .r m 
5-06 til P3-05 tl dz

1-05 0 0 
5-07 9- G3-06 b ch

1-06 OL u 
5-08 ff ZH3-07 sh

1-07 u s Z 
5-09 -l. V3-08 Ch'11-08 1·L 5-10 IJ K3-09 j

1-09 h e i 
5-11 ~ K'3-10 IL rr

1-10 i 
3-11 p' 6-01 ~ Z

1-11 k~ " 3-12 f 6-02 9 DZ~ 1-12 p. r '" 
3-13 LL ev 6-03 ~ J

1-13 Ul t 
UPPER CASE 6-04 !l CH'

1-14 J Y 
4-01 U S 6-05 B y

1-15 0 0: 
4-02 lJ. A 6-06 B TS' 

2-01 q v 4-03 If M 
7-01 0 0:

2'-02 ~ h 4-04 t N 
7-02 U TS

2-03 fl t' 4-05 n 0 
7-03 ", P'

2-04 dIf 4-06 nil u 
7-04 {t}- T'

2-05 gIf 4-07 II- RR 
7-05 111 KH

2-06 .p k' 4-08 l- I 
7-06 l. H

2-07 ts'9 4-09 L L 7-.07 li CH
2-08 ghIf. 4-10 I: E:" 7-08 r; SH
2-09 p b 4-11 Ii E 

7-09 S T
2-10 khJu 5-01 P R 7-10 3J F
2-11 z'1. .)
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§20. WRITING &ALPHABETS
 

• Devanagari Script 

Devanagari script uses the basic system used 
for all the Indian scripts described in this 
chapter. (1) There is neither a distinction 
between capitals and small letters as in Latin 
script nor a variation in initial, medial, and 
final forms as in Arabic script. (2) There are 
vowels and consonants. (3) Each consonant 
includes an inherent a-vowel. (4) Vowel 
signs are used; when a consonant's inherent 
a-sound changes to a different vowel, an 
abridged form of the appropriate vowel letter 
is attached to the consonant. (5) Conjunct 
consonants are used; when two or more COh

sonants are combined with no intervening 
vowel, they are written as one letter. (6) 
Letters run from left to right on a horizontal 
line, with a space between each word. 

Devanagari script is used to write San
skrit, Hindi, Marathi, and various other 
Indian languages. Though its writing system 
for Sanskrit is very intricate, the following 
tables suffice for Hindi. 

Vowels 

3f (~) 3fT ~ ~ 
a if i r u ii 

~lZQ:~aft 
ri e oi o au an a' 

Consonants 

GUTTURALS Cfi @ ~ Cf s: 
ka kha ga gha nga 

PALATALS =tf ~ \if ~(+f)) 3f 
cha chha ja jha nya 

CEREBRALS c: O ~ ~ Uf({ff) 
ta tha tja tjha fJa 

DENTALS (f ~ ~ ~ '1 
ta tha da dha na 

LABIALS q 
pa 

q) 
pha 

(%) 
fa 

~ 
ba 

~ 
bha 

if 
rna 
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SEMI-VOWELS 

SIBILANI'S 

If 
ya 

~ 
sa,sha 

~ 
ra 

1ST 
sha 

~ 
fa 

ij" 
sa 

q 
va,wa 

ASPIRATI! ~ 
ha 

Vowel signs 

o -a CT-ij TO -i C)f -1 () -u C-ii 
-:> ~ 

o -ri () -ai ciT -0 c»' -au 
Co 

Thus, fCfi ki, ~ ke. 

Conjunct consonants Succeeding consonants
 
become subscripts:~' nga +Cfi ka = ~ nka.
 
Preceding consonants become half letters:
 
rij" nsa, lSif shma. Such forms are fre

quently used in printing for convenience:
 
~ -+ CfCfi kka.
 
Transformations: Cfi ka + tf sha = ~
 

ksha, (f ta + (f ta = ~ tta.
 
Preceding r becomes C:t: ll" rma.
 
Succeeding r becomes q or (;;{; thus 5fi kra.
 
~ Ira, Sf pra.
 

Other signs
 
() (anusvara) shows nasalization: eli kan.
 

(): (visarg) shows a weak aspiration: Cfi: ka'.
 
Q (viram) shows the absence of the inher

ent a: ~ k. However, the inherent a-sound
 
of the last consonant letter of each word is
 
not pronounced, unless there is a viram. If
 
a word ends with an a vowel, ()T -ii is written.
 

Reading and punctuation Since the top of
 
every Devanagari letter consists of a horizontal
 
stroke, the letters of each word appear to be
 
connected by a single line. The mark CI )
 
is equivalent to a period, and ( II ) is used at
 
the end of a text.
 

Numerals 

Z ';( ~'t,-\~ \9<::~o 
1234567 890 
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Tamil Script
 

The four scripts of Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, 
and Malayalam are called Southern Indian 
scripts of the Dravidian group. Generally 
they are rounded in form, though their struc
tures are the same as those of the Northern 
Indian scripts. Tamil script is representative 
of the Dravidian scripts, but unlike the others, 
it has neither conjunct consonants nor aspirat
ed letters. A distinct script known as Tamil 
Granta contains these letters, which are 
needed to write Sanskrit and Pali (Jndic/Indo
European). Ordinary Tamil script, therefore, 
has a very lucid system. 

Vowels 
~ ~ .il Ffi L HI' 6r 

a Ii 'i u ii e 

6)" tB 9 ~ 9 6lf ••• 
e ai 0 0 au a' 

Consonants 
c$ IJiJ (F- 61lllT tD JD 

ka,ga nga cha,sa nya IJa la,da na 

U lD UJ fT 6U 6lJ W orr JD 6IJT 

pa,ba rna ya ra fa va fa fa ra na 

Additional consonants for borrowed words: 

m 6lt 6TU f!lD &.!f' 
ja sa sa ha ksa 

Vowel signs 
()rr -ii (51 -i () -i g -u 

Qn- -u Q() -e <:C) -e 6ll"l() -ai 

Q()rr -0 <:C)rr -0 Q()6lf -.au 

F or the letter JD na: JD rr nii, J5l ni, t8 ni,
 

@ nu, @f nu, QJD ne, <: JD ne,_6ll"lJD nai, QJDrr no,
 

<:JDrr no, QJDorr nau.
 

The letter IT ra becomes rr when it is not to
 
be confused with the -ii sign: tfJ ri, ~ rio
 

The succeeding sign 6lf -au is the same form
 

as the letter orr la.
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Irregular forms of the -ii, -0; and -0 signs: 

6lmT lJa - CW 1Jii, Q~ lJO, <:~ lJo 
JD ra - @3 rii, Q@3 ro, <:@3 ro 

6IJT na - ® nii, Q® no, <:® no 
Irregular forms of the -u and -il signs: 

c$ ka, @j ku, 8n... ku IJiJ nga, 1I1f ngu, ~ ngu 

(F- cha, 8T chu, @'5 chu L fa, 0 fU, ~ fU 

U pa, y pu, !do pu lD rna, (yl mu, (yJ mil 

UJ ya, UJ yu, !tb yu fT ra, Q!j ru, ~ ru 

6lJ va, 6lJ vu, ~ va W la, QR lu, e!R Iii 
6lf la, ® fu, @) Iu 

Five additional consonants do not change 
their forms with -u and -ii, but" or ~ is 
added on the right shoulder: m" ju, m~ jii. 
Irregular forms of the -ai sign: 6lmT lJa 

am 1;Iai; 6U fa - au fai; 6lf fa - an- fai; 

6IJT na - &or nai. 

There are no irregular forms for the -e, -e, 
and -au signs. 

An important sign () is a very important sign 
in Tamil script, for it shows the absence of 
the inherent a-vowel in consonants; c$ ka 

.$ k. In contrast to other Indian scripts, this 
sign is often used to denote the absence of 
the final vowel sound and to make conjunct 
consonants in ordinary Tamil sentences, where 
special conjunct-consonant letters are not 

used: cilLLrr6lh- vif(iin. In the other Indian 
scripts this sign (hasanta) used for showing the 
absence of the inherent a-sound in consonants 
seldom appears in ordinary sentences. 

Reading and punctuation Tamil script runs 
from left to right on a horizontal line, with a 
space between each word. Punctuation is 
now the same as in English. 

Numerals 

. dj a.. 7Th <!p @ a:,-, GT d)J em U) fYT pi; 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 100 1, 000 

Tamil numerals have no sign for zero; thus, 
j!i;Ch>fYTd)[ii)1980. Now only Arabic figures 
are used. 
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Tibetan Script
 

Tibetan script is descended from the Indian 
scripts and can be understood by using the 
principles of the Indian writing system. 
Since the Tibetan language is monosyllabic, 
however, the spelling construction in Tibetan 
script is different from that in Indian scripts, 
which are used to represent polysyllabic lan
guages. 

Alphabet 

TTl f1 ~ l:. .0 a; ~ ~ 
ka kha ga nga cha chha ja nya 

? a ~ q Cl ;.jC4~ 
ta tha da na pa pha ba ma 

~ ib e: ~ ~ .a ~ ~ 

tsa tsa za wa sha za 'a ya 
x:. t1l .fJ ~ ., \1l 

ra fa sha sa ha a 

\1l a is the only independent vowel. 
There are also five additional letters for 
borrowed words: • 

r ~ ? f fl 
ta tha da 1}a sha 

The forms of these cerebral letters are the 
reverse of those of the similarly pronounced 
dental letters that appear in the table above. 

Vowel signs 
C'. .........
 o -a () -i () -u () -e ()-o

"'" C'. .........
 

For the letter ~1 ka: ~ ki, ~ ku, ~ ke, TTl ko. 
Independent vowels can be shown by 
attaching these- vowel signs to the letter ~ a: 
C'. .........
 

~ i, ~ u, ~ e, ~ o. 
In Tibetan originally there were _ no long 
vowels, but when they are necessary for San
skrit or other languages, ~ ha is written small 

C'. .........
 

at the bottom: ~ ii, ~ i, 1 kli, , ge, ~ mo. 

Conjunct consonants Three preceding con
sonants (:r:. ra, III la, and ~ sa) are written 

above succeeding consonants: '" Ika, ~ ska.
 
A preceding :r:. ra changes its form to (): "'i
 
rka (but t rnya).
 
Succeeding consonants (Of ya, :r:. ra, ~ la,
 
~ wa, and" ha) are written beneath preceding
 
consonants: f.D kia, ~ gha. A succeeding ya
 
changes its form to C>' :r:. ra to q, and ~ wa
 
to q: ~ rkya, 11 kra, ~ kru, TlJ kwa.
 
Other conjunct consonants: ~ ksha, Ii; ngka,
 
~ nna, ~ nda, ~ ddha. 

Reading,. other signs, and punctuation Tibetan 
script runs from left to right on a horizontal 
line, with a special sign C) (tseg) placed 
between each syllable. A Tibetan syllable 
consists of from one to four letters, of which 
one is basic. Signs of vowels and consonants 
are attached to the basic letter, and the other 

C'. 

letters lose the inherent a-sounds: ~~. mig. 
If a syllable is to end in an a sound, ~ is 
added at the end: ~~. dag, but ~~~. dga. 
Tibetan pronunciatior.s frequently do not 
reflect their spellings due to the silence of all 
consonants except the base: for example, 
Cl~~' is pronounced gye though it is spelled 
ba-rgya-da. Such spellings reflect the fact 
that Tibetan spelling has changed very little 
in the 1,300 years since the 7th century when 
Tibetan script originated. 

(I) was a comma, and (II) was a period. 
Nowadays, (,) and (.) are used. 
~ or ~ was an ornament placed at the 
beginning of a text or sutra. r was placed 
at the beginning of written charms. 

Numerals 
Ll '$ IJ} ~ (fJ 0!J 
5 6 7 8901 
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Chinese Characters
 

Chinese characters (sometimes called picto
grams or ideograms) are unique because of 
their special system of construction, their 
long history, their irregular pronunciations, 
and the many thousands which are used. 

Construction Each Chinese character consists 
of one or more elements. Those consisting 
of one element are generally pictographic 
characters: J3 (moon), 17:. (woman), I1J (moun
tain), * (tree). A few are symbolic: =: 
(three), 1: (above), ;;$: (origin; the character 
represents the base of a tree). 
In most characters consisting of two or 
more elements, one element indicates the pho
netic value and the other the general category. 
Elements are juxtaposed in various ways: 
right and left, above and below, around and 
center, and so on: 

1& pi (suffer) = ti. or *(cloth) + ~ pi 
II ri (reverse) = ti. (cloth) + !I:! ri 
~ tat (sack) = ti. (cloth) + it tai 

Some characters are produced by two or 
more pictographic elements: 

f!)j (bright)	 = E3 (sun) + J3 (moon) 

~ (forest)	 = *(tree) +*(tree) +*(tree) 
I2fsJ (be in trouble) = * (tree) growing in a 

D (box) 

Three forms There are three forms of Chi
nese characters in general use. Original-form 
characters on the whole contain more strokes 
and are more clearly pictorial. They have 
hardly changed at all since early times. 
Japanese characters for daily use (called the 
Toyo Kanji) are of simpler construction. The 
most simplified forms are those developed 
on the mainland in recent years to speed up 
the ed ucational process. Some characters in 
all three systems are the same. The chart 
gives examples of characters that differ. 

FORMS SOUNDS 

ORIO. JAP.	 SIMP. CHINESE JAPANESE KOREAN 

r~ koJi Jt. kuang kwang widehiro-i 

8	 yu yo yo giveW	 lJ- ata-eru 

)]	 shi shu sup learn~ nara-u"	 to4-	 tou thu fightIII rMl tataka-u 

solely1Jl. W.	 =Ii- chuan sen
moppa-ra chon 

'J:h chhuall 
kan kwon adviselIJ	 rw susu-meru
 

,?± doku

~Jf	 ~ tou readtokiVt yo-mu 

Sounds Chinese characters are read with 
sounds that vary according to the language 
or dialect which uses them. In Japanese most 
characters have two or more sounds; "On" 
sounds are derived from original Chinese; 
"Kun" sounds express native Japanese words. 

Meanings The meanings represented by Chi
nese characters are generally constant, despi te 
the varying pronunciations given them in 
different languages. Some have of course 
changed due to historical influences. 

Reading and punctuation Chinese characters 
are traditionally written from top to bottom 
in a vertical line that shifts from right to left, 
but nowadays many texts are written from 
left to right on a horizontal line. In Taiwan 
articles in the same newspaper may be written 
on a horizontal line from right to left or 
from left to right with no indication. There 
are no spaces between words. The mark 
(0 J is a period, and CJ is a comma, but C. J 
and (, J are also used in horizontal sentences. 

:N"umerals 

[2]lit\--t/\n+s T 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 100 1,000 

Arabic figures are now commonly used when 
Chinese characters are written horizontally. 
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INDEP. INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL PHONETIC NUMER.Arabic Script 
FORM FORM FORM FORM VALUE VALUE 

a 

Arabic script may be considered Moslem b 2 

writing, for the area employing it coincides .. 400 
with the area of Moslem influence. The 

. 
,. ,.
I . 500

Moslem holy book, the Koran, is usually 
j 3written and read in Arabic. Arabic is written 

with twenty-eight letters and is read from x 8 

right to left on a horizontal line. 
kh 600 

dAlphabet The chart on the right shows the 
Arabic alphabet. There is no distinction be dh 700 

tween capitals and small letters, but there are 
..) r 200 

four forms, independent, initial, medial, and 
J J z 7final, determined by where the letter appears 

in a word. Only the six letters I, ) , ; , 60
 

J , j ,and J have no medial forms because
 
sh 300 

they can only be joined to a preceding letter. ... s 90This also means that their initial forms are the 
same as their independent ones, and that d 800 

following letters are always written In an 
9 

initial or independent form. 
z 900 

Vowel signs In Arabic, vowel signs are not (,J 70 

usually written, but when needed, can be ex gh 1,000 
pressed as follows: 

f 80 
SHORT EXAMPLE LoNG EXAMPLE 

."
A q 100 

a SOUND --() -a ~ ba lO -ii \; bii ( ( k 20 
i SOUND () -i '-' bi <.?C). -i ..j;.. bi

;" J I 1 J 30 

U SOUND () -u ~ bu l) -il ;, bil .. ... m 40i r 
Two diphthongs are: <.?(j -ai and J() -au. o o n 50 

,~ ... h 5Other signs () shows the absence of a vowel: 
w b. () shows a double )5

~ 

consonant: ~. .> w,u 6J 
kassara. c::' indicates a glottal stop on I, <.? , 

• $:. 

t..S t..S y,; 10 
and , 

Numerals Arabic figures are written from 
Ligatures The many ligatures used in Arabic right to left, but the figure written to the left 
script make it a difficult language to learn to shows the higher value: Y" 23. 
read. In printing, ~ (l +a) and 0 (t +h) \"ftOiVt\~ 
are used frequently. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
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